DRIVING RECORD CODES
Kansas Division of Vehicles
ACD Code ACD Code Description
A04

DUI of alcohol BAC .04 to .079

A08

DUI of alcohol BAC .08 or greater

A10

DUI of alcohol BAC .10 or greater

A12

Chemical test refusal - Implied Consent

A20

DUI of alcohol or drugs

A21

DUI of alcohol

A22

DUI of drugs

A30

Minor possess/consume/obtain alcohol

A33

Illegal possession of drugs (controlled substances)

A41

Circumventing/tampering with IID

A50

Vehicle used in commission of felony involving manufacturing, distributing, or dispensing a controlled substance

A61

Under 21 BAC .02 to less than .08 (administrative)

A90

Chemical test failure BAC .15 or greater

A94

Operating CMV with BAC .04 to .079

A98

Chemical test failure BAC at or over .08

B01

Hit and run

B02

Hit and run - Fatal accident

B03

Hit and run - Personal injury accident

B04

Hit and run – failure to stop and render aid after accident – Property damage accident

B05

Leaving accident before police arrive

B06

Leaving accident before police arrive - Fatal accident

B07

Leaving accident before police arrive - Personal injury accident

B08

B22

Leaving accident scene before police arrive – Property damage accident
Driving CMV in violation of driver/vehicle out-of-service order while transporting hazardous materials as defined in
§383.5, or while driving a vehicle designed to transport 16 or more passengers, including the driver
Driving while canceled

B25

Driving while revoked

B26

Driving while suspended

B27

Driving in violation of driver/vehicle out-of-service order

B51

Expired or no DL

B56

Driving a CMV with no CDL

B57

Driving a CMV without a CDL in possession

B78

Failed to show non-commercial driver license

B91

Improper classification/endorsement on DL

CA2

DUI conviction/diversion expungement

CA4

Juvenile Offender

CA5

School safety violation – administrative action

D02

Misrepresentation of identity on application

D29

Violate DL restrictions

D30

Misrepresentation of identity on application/self-certification for CDL or LP

D31

Fraud related to issuance of CLP/CDL

D35

Failure to comply with financial responsibility law

D36

Failure to maintain liability to required/insurance

D37

Failure to pay/or make installment payment

B19
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D38

Failure to post/obtain release from liability

D45

Failure to appear for trial/court appearance

D51

Failure to pay child support

D53

Failure to make required payment of fine and costs

D56

Failure to answer citation, pay fines, penalties and/or court costs related to the original violation

D70

Driver’s view obstructed

DI4

Transporting an open container

DI8

Entered diversion agreement after DUI arrest

E01

Operating without equipment

E54

Failure to use headlight dimmer

E70

Equipment used improperly or obstructed

EM1

Leaving vehicle unattended with engine running

EM2

Exceeding weight limits

EM3

Towing or pushing vehicle improperly

F02

Child/youth restraint not used properly

F04

Seat belt not used properly

FL8

Failure to complete required alcohol program

M09

Failure to obey RRGC restrictions not noted in related codes

M10

Failure to obey a traffic control device/directions of an enforcement official at a RRGC while driving a CMV

M14

Failure to obey sign/traffic control device

M20

Failure to slow down at RRGC while driving a CMV

M21

Failure to stop before RRGC while driving a CMV

M22

Failure to stop before driving onto RRGC while driving a CMV

M23

Failure to have sufficient space to driver completely through the RRGC while driving a CMV

M24

Failure to negotiate a RRGC because of insufficient undercarriage clearance while driving a CMV

M25

Failure to stop before sidewalk when emerging from an alley, building private road or driveway

M34

Following too closely

M40

Improper lane/location

M42

Improper/erratic (unsafe) lane changes

M45

Improper lane/location - crosswalk

M70

Improper passing

M81

Careless driving

M82

Inattentive/distracted driving

M84

Reckless driving

M85

Texting while driving

M86

Violating state law by using a hand-held mobile phone

MS8

Suspended/Revoked out-of-state

MS9

Insufficient check

N01

Failure to yield right of way (FTY ROW)

N08

Failure to take action to avoid colliding with a pedestrian

N40

Failure to use/improper signal

N50

Improper turn

N80

Coasting (operating with gears disengaged)

N82

Improper backing

N83

Improper start from parked position
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N84

Unsafe operation

RE8

Diversion agreement for a chemical test refusal

RK2

Vehicle battery - With DUI

RK7

Vehicle battery - With eluding or reckless driving

RK8

Diversion agreement for Vehicle battery - With DUI

RR3

Restriction for failure to comply with a traffic citation

S15

Speeding 15 mph or more above regulated/posted speed limit (detail optional)

S92

Speeding - Speed limit and actual speed (detail required)

S93

Speeding (detail optional)

S94

Prima facie speed violation/driving too fast for conditions

S95

Speed contest (racing) on road open to traffic

S96

Speed less than minimum

TF1

Theft of motor fuel dispensed in a vehicle at a gas station

U01

Fleeing/evading police or roadblock

U07

Vehicular homicide

U08

Vehicular manslaughter

U31

Violation resulting in fatal accident

VR7

Driving while revoked as habitual violator

W00

Withdrawal, Non-ACD violation

W01A

Accumulation of violations resulting in the administrative withdrawal of driving privileges

W01B

Habitual Violator - 3 year loss of driving privileges - admin revocation

W15CM

Complaint-Medical

W15CV

Complaint-Vision

W15CVM

Complaint-Vision/Medical

W15V

Failure to submit required acceptable annual vision report

W15M

Failure to submit required acceptable annual medical report

W15VM

Driving while revoked as habitual violator

W20

Unable to pass DL test(s) or meet qualifications

W20B

Must take and pass required examination - Written

W20C

Must take and pass required examination - Drive

W20D

Must take and pass required examination - Written and Drive

W20E

Must add restriction

W20I

Failure to obtain Ignition Interlock License

W20R

Medical Rehab

W30

Two convictions for serious violations within three years

W31

Three convictions for serious violations within three years

W40

The accumulation of two or more convictions for major offenses

W45

W52

Withdrawal for driving a CMV while disqualified for previous CMV violation
The accumulation of two convictions for out-of-service order general violations (violations not covered by W51) within
10 years
The accumulation of two convictions for out-of-service order violations within 10 years while operating a vehicle
designed to transport 16 or more passengers, including the driver or transporting hazardous materials as defined in §
383.5
The accumulation of three or more convictions for out-of-service order violations within 10 years

W60

The accumulation of two convictions for RRGC violations within 3 years.

W61

The accumulation of three or more convictions for RRGC violations within 3 years.

W50
W51
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Color Code Legend

Miscellaneous Codes

Accident Severity Table

Major Violation

ADM Administrative

1

Fatal

Minor Violation

CAN Cancelled

2

Incapaciting Injury

Non-moving Minor

CON Conviction

3

Non-capacitation Injury

CDL Major

DEN Denied

4

Possible Injury

CDL Serious

EXP Expired

5

Property Damage Only

Highway Grade Crossing

OTH Other not valid

9

Unknown

Out of Service Orders

RES Restricted driving privileges

Medical/Vision Codes

REV Revoked

Sanction Codes

SUR Surrendered

Major & CDL Major Violations

SUS Suspended

Minor & CDL Serious Violations

VAL Valid
WTH Withdrawal
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